1) Present: Jeff Huebner, Jeff Armbruster, Chloe Hansen and Becky Brown
2) Parking committee
   a) We are getting a parking committee going and I will keep you guys updated on that.
   b) Jeff A: I would like to be on that committee
3) Sexual Assault Website
   a) Different departments are going to come together and link to one page to make all of the
      information and forms to make everything a lot easier.
4) Oshkosh trip
   a) Currently, Public Safety offers escorts to people and we would like that to be the job of
      students. So we are going to UW Oshkosh to see how they train their student escorts.
5) Additional Comments
   a) Jeff A: I spoke with the chief about parking concerns and we discussed his plan for having a few
      warnings before getting a ticket.
      i) Jeff H: yes it was put that way for people to be allowed on campus but not too many times
      ii) Jeff A: my only thing is does it justify? I mean the $30,000?
         (1) Jeff H: well yeah because they don’t have to staff the parking hut and yeah the parking
             committee will handle this.
   b) Jeff A: my other concern is nutritional information for A’viands being up on the website and I
      would hope that we can work on that. I mean, in this day and age, it’s not that difficult to put
      the facts online. I was asked to bring this up because someone I know is concerned about their
      salt intake so they don’t eat here.
   c) Chloe: I was asked about if it would be possible to have a dentist on campus. I mean they have
      almost everything else, why not a dentist? Also, do you know when the next Self Defense classes
      will be?
      i) Jeff H: I don’t have any information on that but they want to continue to do that as well as
         holding classes for CPR and AED certification
      ii) Chloe: I think that would be a great idea
      iii) Jeff H: the only problem is that NWTC kind of has a monopoly on those classes but we might
          be able to get around it.
      iv) Jeff A: having been CPR certified and having done it, you need to practice on a dummy. I was
          wondering the same thing because it just seems logical to have something like that.
6) Jeff H: if you have anything else, use the D2L discussion board.